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Date: Friday, 16 September 2022 at 9:22:55 AM New Zealand Standard Time
From: Wendy McGuinness
To:
CC: Arne Larsen

To whom it may concern,
 
Code of  Conduct for MPs
 
I am writing to gain a more detailed understanding of  whether a code of  conduct for MPs currently exists, and if  not
why not? Below are five questions that aim to explore this issue.
 

1. Does a New Zealand Code of  Conduct for MPs currently exist? If  yes, where can a copy of  the current code
be found (e.g. link)?

2. If  no, was a Code of  Conduct ever discussed/progressed by MPs in the House or by DPMC in the last twenty
years? If  it was discussed, who discussed it (and when) and why did the idea never take hold?

3. Do you know whose speech this is? Can you share the context?

Note: The dates at the top may be incorrect (i.e. it states last updated in 2007, but originally published in
2019) and the links at the bottom are not working.

4. Do any document/s exist that outline how New Zealand might develop a Code of  Conduct for MPs? If  yes,
could you provide a copy? We are keen to learn who would write the code, how would it become approved and
who would administer/police it. Any further information or suggestions on who might have this information
would be appreciated.

5. Is there anything in our constitutional arrangements, New Zealand law or our protocols that might prevent
MPs from developing their own code of  conduct? Please expand and provide any relevant material.

 
Your answers will help provide some context for a research paper we hope to publish early in the new year.
 
Thank you so much for your time.
 
Best wishes, Wendy
 
McGuinness Institute Te Hononga Waka
Level 2, 5 Cable Street, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 24-222 Wellington 6142
+64 4 499 8888 | www.mcguinnessinstitute.org
 
The McGu nness Inst tute s a non-part san th nk tank work ng towards a susta nab e future, contr but ng strateg c fores ght through
ev dence-based research and po cy ana ys s.
 
D sc a mer: Th s ema  s ntended on y to be read or used by the addressee. It s confident a  and may conta n ega y pr v eged
nformat on. If you are not the addressee nd cated n th s message (or respons b e for de very of the message to such person), you
may not copy or de ver th s message to anyone, and you shou d destroy th s message and k nd y not fy the sender by rep y ema .
Confident a ty and ega  pr v ege are not wa ved or ost by reason of m staken de very to you.
 
 
 




